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On the cover: Assistant Professor Steven D. Townsend with Ph.D. candidates, Dorothy
Ackerman and Kelly Craft. The latest research on the benefits of human breast milk, as
presented by the Townsend lab, has created a great deal of public interest. See story page 2.
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FROM THE CHAIR

Dear friends of the Vanderbilt Department of Chemistry,
It is my sincere pleasure to welcome you to the 2016/2017 Department of Chemistry newsletter. This past year has been
filled with exciting new additions including faculty and staff, exciting new initiatives and well-deserved recognitions of
our department.
In his first year as the dean of sciences at Vanderbilt, Stevenson Professor of Chemistry David Wright, my predecessor
as chair, has led a number of new initiatives emphasizing the strength and importance of the natural sciences to
Vanderbilt. His leadership has given a strong voice to fundamental science within our administration, and has made my
work as department chair far more productive and easier. Truly, the cooperation between our department and Vanderbilt
as a whole has served to elevate our department and university to new heights as Chemical and Engineering News ranked
us No. 8 in the nation in terms of spending on chemistry research and development (CEN May 29, 2017, p. 22). This
recognition of our departmental excellence would not have been possible without hard work. These efforts are continued
in the present by our students, postdocs, staff and my faculty colleagues. Our future has never been brighter.
Our faculty continues to expand with the addition of Associate Professor of Chemistry Renã Robinson, the Dorothy
J. Wingfield Phillips Chancellor’s Faculty Fellow, and our first jointly appointed Assistant Professor of Chemistry and
Biological Sciences Lars Plate. Robinson joins us from the University of Pittsburgh, bringing her established research
group of graduate students and postdoctoral associates working in proteomic mass spectrometry to Vanderbilt. Plate joins
us from Scripps Research Institute as he works to build his own research program in the chemical biology of protein
complexes. We are delighted to have them both join us and expect this newsletter to be full of their accomplishments
going forward.
They will be joining a community of dedicated and highly acclaimed Vanderbilt scientists. At a recent Nashville
section meeting of the American Chemical Society honoring those members with 50 or more years of ACS membership,
we had the opportunity to take a picture of four previous departmental chairs: (from left) Professors Mel Joesten, David
Hercules, Mike Stone and Ned Porter and myself, all wearing National Chemistry Week badges and stickers. I think the
photo reflects the pride in each of us for helping our department grow and create what it is today. I am pleased to take up
the mantle of progress they set our department upon.
One of the best parts of being the department chair is the frequent connections with people who have been part of our
department’s past. During the recent homecoming weekend, I happened by a Ph.D. graduate from many years ago who
was showing his wife and kids around his former labs here. While it took me a second to recall his name, since he never
worked directly with me, he was impressed that I remembered him and welcomed his family. About the same time, I met
with a postdoc who worked in Professor Donald Pearson’s lab in the 1980s who recounted the important ways that his
life was fundamentally changed by his time at Vanderbilt. Finally, I remember the eulogy for Professor Mark Jones, our
former colleague and past department chair, by his son describing the many hours he played as a child in his dad’s office.
Inside this newsletter, you will find more stories of individual accomplishments and team achievements. As always, we
would love to hear from you as well.
P.S. For many years, this publication has been the result of the hard work of Sandra Ford,
and I thank her and wish her many happy years of retirement with her children and grandchildren.

David E. Cliffel, Ph.D.

Cornelius Vanderbilt Professor and Chair
Department of Chemistry
Vanderbilt University
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“This is the first example that human milk oligosaccharides have
anti-virulence properties,” said Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Steven Townsend, who directed the study. “In regards to the
antimicrobial activity, one of the remarkable properties of HMOs
is that they are clearly nontoxic, unlike most antibiotics.”
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Antimicrobial properties of
human milk oligosaccharides
Oligosaccharides in human
milk suppress growth and
alter biofilm formation by
Group B streptococcus.

H

uman milk, which consists of a
complex and continually changing blend of proteins, fats and
sugars, helps protect babies against bacterial infections. In the past, the scientific
community has concentrated its search
for the source of human milk’s antibacterial properties on the protein content.
Recently, an interdisciplinary team led
by researchers in the Department of
Chemistry has discovered that not only
do carbohydrates in human milk possess
antibacterial activity, but the activity
varies depending on the blood group
status of the mother. The results of the
pilot study were presented Aug. 20 at the
annual meeting of the American Chemical Society (ACS) in Washington, D.C.,
by fifth-year graduate student Dorothy
Ackerman. The study was published in
the ACS Infectious Diseases journal on
June 1 in a paper titled, “Human Milk
Oligosaccharides Exhibit Antimicrobial

and Anti-Biofilm Properties
Against Group B.
Streptococcus.”
The study was
conducted by
Ackerman alongside collaborators
from Jennifer
Gaddy and David
Aronoff’s labs in
Steve Townsend
the VUMC.
The paper has since been highlighted
by several news outlets, the university
press, and has been selected as an “editor’s choice paper,” based on recommendations by the ACS journal’s editors.
These articles are selected for free open
access by the
American Chemical
Society due to the
potential for broad
public interest.
The basic motivation for the research
was the growing
problem of bacteDorothy Ackerman
rial resistance to
antibiotics, which the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention estimates causes

FIGURE 1. Effect of HMOs from five different donors on GBS growth. Bacteria were grown in medium
alone (A) or medium plus 1% glucose (B) in the presence of HBOs from the indicated donors. Bacterial
growth was measured on the basis of increasing absorbance of light at 600 nm. Image reproduced with
permission from D. L. Ackerman, et al., (2017) ACS Inf. Dis., published online June 1, 2017, DOI:10.1021/
acsinfdis.7b00064. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.

23,000 deaths annually. “We started
to look for different methods to defeat
bacterial infections. For inspiration,
we turned to one particular bacterium,
Group B strep (GBS). We wondered
whether its common hosts, pregnant
women, produce compounds that can
either weaken or kill the bacteria,”
Townsend said.

Infant Food Applications of
Complex Carbohydrates: Structure,
Synthesis, and Function
Dorothy L. Ackerman, Kelly M. Craft,
Steven D. Townsend, Ph.D.
Professional health organizations such
as the World Health Organization, the
American Academy of Pediatrics and
the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services recommend breast
milk as the sole source of food during
the first year of life. This position recognizes human milk as being uniquely
suited for infant nutrition. Nonetheless,
most neonates in the Western hemisphere are fed alternatives by 6 months
of age. Although inferior to human milk
in most aspects, infant formulas are
able to promote effective growth and
development. However, while breastfed infants feature a microbiota dominated by bifidobacteria, the bacterial
flora of formula-fed infants is usually
heterogeneous with comparatively
lower levels of bifidobacteria. Thus, the
objective of any infant food manufacturer is to prepare a product that results
in a formula-fed infant developing
a microbiota similar to a breast-fed
infant. The goal of this focused review
is to discuss the structure, synthesis
and function of carbohydrate additives
that play a role in governing the composition of the infant microbiome and
have other health benefits.
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/
article/pii/S0008621517301015
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“It was interesting to us to study the
properties of the sugar content. For most
of the last century, the scientific community has considered carbohydrates as a
biological afterthought. Most people have
bought into that argument, even though
there’s no data to support it. So, in a way,
studying milk oligosaccharides is an area
with a lot of room for novel discovery,”
Townsend said. “Far less is known about
the function of sugars, and as a glycoprotein chemist, I wanted to explore their
roles in infectious diseases.”
To do so, the researchers collected
human milk oligosaccharides (HMOs)
from a number of different donor
samples and profiled them using mass
spectrometry in collaboration with
Richard Caprioli’s lab at Vanderbilt. This
experiment allowed the team to obtain
information about the mother’s genotype,
as each breast milk sample comes to the
team deidentified. Having characterized the HMO composition of the milk
from each donor, the investigators next
explored the effect of the individual
HMO mixtures on the growth of GBS
(Figure 1). They discovered that, when
added to growth medium in the absence
of any other supplements, HMOs from
donor 1 exerted a substantial suppressive
effect on bacterial growth. HMOs from
donor 3 were also inhibitory, but with
much lower potency than those from
donor 1 (Figure 1A). When the medium
was supplemented with 1% glucose, the
inhibitory effect of HMOs from donor 3
disappeared, whereas those from donor
1 retained their suppressive effects but
only for a limited time period (Figure
1B). Thus, it appears that HMOs can act
as bacteriostatic agents rather than
bactericidal agents.
An important virulence factor of many
kinds of bacteria, including GBS, is their
ability to form biofilms. Biofilm formation helps pathogenic bacteria evade
host defenses and resist antibiotics. To
see if HMOs have the ability to modulate
biofilm formation, the investigators grew
GBS biofilms in the presence or absence
of each of their five donor samples. The
HMOs from donors 1 and 3 caused a
small but significant decrease in total
biofilm mass, but that translated into a
decrease in the ratio of biofilm mass to
4 Vanderbilt Chemistry 2017

total bacterial mass only for the HMOs
from donor 3. More striking effects were
evident in the case of biofilm structure
and morphology. In particular, HMOs
from donors 3 and 5 appeared to reduce
nutrient channel formation in the biofilm, and donor 3 HMOs also reduced the
thickness of the film. HMOs from donor
1 produced a shortening of the chains
formed by the GBS, leading to smaller
“mushroom” structures in the biofilm
and a less diffuse overall pattern
(Figures 2 through 4).

FIGURE 2. Scanning electron micrographs
(250X) of biofilms formed after 24 h in the presence
of medium supplemented with 1% glucose and
the indicated donor HMOs. Image reproduced
with permission from D. L. Ackerman, et al., (2017)
ACS Infect. Dis., published online June 1, 2017,
DOI:10.1021/acsinfdis.7b00064. Copyright 2017
American Chemical Society.

FIGURE 3. Scanning electron micrographs
(1000X) of biofilms formed after 24 h in the
presence of medium supplemented with 1%
glucose and the indicated donor HMOs. Image
reproduced with permission from D. L. Ackerman,
et al., (2017) ACS Infect. Dis., Published online
June 1, 2017, DOI:10.1021/acsinfdis.7b00064.

These results suggest that HMOs can,
by themselves, modulate GBS growth
and biofilm formation; however, this
capacity is dependent upon the particular HMO structural composition. The
researchers hypothesize these findings
could be a result of alteration of bacterial
communication.
While research is ongoing to elucidate the mechanism of action, Ackerman has since expanded her efforts to
additional strains of GBS. Kelly Craft,
a senior student also working on this
project, has expanded the focus to using
milk oligosaccharides to fight the “holy
grail” of infectious diseases, the ESKAPE
pathogens.
These six species (Enterococcus faecium, Staphylococcus aureus, Klebsiella
pneumoniae, Acinetobacter baumannii,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Enterobacter species) are currently some of the
greatest threats to human health. Staphylococcus aureus alone kills the same
number of people in the United States as
HIV-1. The next paper in the series will
reveal more about HMO activity against
these species, either as solo agents or in
combination therapies.
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Synthesis of lacto-N-tetraose
Kelly M. Craft, Steven D. Townsend
Human milk oligosaccharides are the
third largest macromolecular component of breast milk and offer infants
numerous health benefits, most of
which stem from the development of a
healthy microbiome. Characterization,
quantification and chemical derivatization of HMOs remain a frontier issue
in glycobiology due to the challenge
of isolating appreciable quantities of
homogenous HMOs from breast milk.
Herein, we report the synthesis of the
human milk tetrasaccharide lacto-Ntetraose (LNT). LNT is ubiquitous in
human breast milk as it is a core structure common to longer-chain HMOs
and many glycolipids.

FIGURE 4. Confocal laser scanning micrographs (600X) of biofilms formed after 24 h in the presence of medium supplemented with 1% glucose and the indicated donor HMOs. The biofilms were
stained for carbohydrate (blue), dead cells (red), and live cells (green). The images are a z-stack series
of the three stains. The major panel is a view from above the biofilm, and the strips at the right and top
are side views. Image reproduced with permission from D. L. Ackerman, et al., (2017) ACS Infect. Dis.,
Published online June 1, 2017, DOI:10.1021/acsinfdis.7b00064.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/
article/pii/S0008621517301015

Author Contributions:
Dorothy Ackerman initiated the studies in Group B strep.
Kelly Craft is studying the effects of HMOs against the
ESKAPE pathogens.
[D. L. Ackerman, et al., (2017) ACS Infect. Dis., published online
June 1, 2017, DOI:10.1021/acsinfdis.7b00064 . Copyright 2017].
Dorothy Ackerman and Kelly Craft have been supported
by the Mitchum E. Warren Graduate Research Fellowships in the
Department of Chemistry. Assistant Professor Townsend acknowledges
Vanderbilt University and the Institute of Chemical Biology for funding. J.A.G. is supported by the Department of Veterans Affairs CDA-2
1IK2BX001701. R.S.D. has been supported by NIH grants T32AI00747420 and 2T32HD060554-06A2. Work was also supported through the
Vanderbilt University Core Services including use of the Cell Imaging
Shared Resource provided by the Vanderbilt Institute for Clinical and
Translational Research program supported by the National Center for
Research Resources, Grant UL1 RR024975-01, and the National Center
for Advancing Translational Sciences, Grant 2 UL1 TR000445-06.

For video references, please see:
You Tube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eMEvacLuxq0
ACS: https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/pressroom/
newsreleases/2017/august/sugars-in-some-breast-milk-could-helpprotect-babies-from-group-B-strep.html
“How Stuff Works”: http://health.howstuffworks.com/human-body/systems/immune/sugars-human-breast-milk-antibacterial-gbs.htm
Yahoo: https://in.news.yahoo.com/breastmilk-may-ward-off-bacterialinfections-babies-060005857.html

Kelly Craft
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“Flying saucer” quantum dots hold
secret to better, brighter lasers
Fresh insights into living cells, brighter video projectors and
more accurate medical tests are just three of the innovations that
could result from a new way of fabricating lasers.

The computer-generated model above shows the
spherical core of the quantum dot nanoparticle
(in red) along with the “flying saucer” shape of
the outer shell (in yellow). The tension in the core
induced by the shell affects the electronic states
and lowers the energy threshold required to trigger the laser.

Rosenthal collaboration
leads to Nature publication:
“Continuous-wave Lasing
in Colloidal Quantum Dot
Solids Enabled by Facetselective Epitaxy”

T

he new method of fabricating lasers was developed by
an international collaboration
among researchers from the University of
Toronto (Sargent lab), Vanderbilt University (Rosenthal lab) and Los Alamos
National Laboratory. The University of
Toronto team designed and fabricated
the new type of quantum dots. Chemists
at Vanderbilt University performed the
structural, chemical and optical
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characterization of
the nanoparticles.
The researchers at
Los Alamos tested
their lasing ability.
“This is very exciting research,” said
Sandra Rosenthal,
the Jack and Pamela
Egan Professor of
Chemistry, who
headed the Vanderbilt
contingent. “Sargent’s
team has managed
to create quantum
dots with a unique
and elegant structure.
When we examined
the structure of their
quantum dots at the
atomic level, we were
Sandra Rosenthal
impressed not only by
the engineered structure itself, but also
by the level of uniformity they
have achieved.”
Colloidal quantum dots are a class of
nanomaterial that is on the brink of disrupting the display and lighting markets.
Known for their high brightness, color
purity and stability, quantum dots can
now be found in commercial displays
from manufacturers such as Samsung.
These quantum dots are composed
of, at the simplest level, three layers.
The core consists of a material that
absorbs and re-emits light at a specific
wavelength. An inorganic shell is grown
to protect the core and increase how
efficiently light is emitted. At the surface
is an organic shell that enables the
nanoparticles to be stable in a solvent.
The success of this material is driven by

the sensitive chemistries used to carefully choreograph the atom-by-atom
assembly of the colloidal semiconductor
heterostructure. The Rosenthal research
group at Vanderbilt focuses on combining state-of-the-art electron microscopy
and single-particle and ultrafast spectroscopy to carefully understand unique
structure-function relationships of this
complex material and to use that information to direct future syntheses.
Unlike the overly simplistic “yolk–
egg” cartoon often used to depict the
structure of quantum dots, the Rosenthal
group has continuously shown how
complex these structures can be. The

This new method produces
continuous laser light that is
brighter, less expensive and more
tunable than current devices by
using nanoparticles known as
quantum dots.
protective shells, in particular, are often
far from complete as a result of the varied
surface reactivity of the core reducing the
quantum dot’s brightness and stability.
The Sargent group at the University of
Toronto used this varied surface reactivity to their advantage. Their approach
involved the use of two different sources
of sulfur for the growth of a cadmium
sulfide shell on top of a cadmium selenide core. Starting with elemental sulfur
dissolved in trioctylphosphine, they
grew an asymmetric shell which physically compresses the cadmium selenide
core in one direction. Afterwards, they
grew a few layers of shell with an alkane
thiol to completely passivate the core,
while not allowing the compressive
strain on the core to relax. Their goal was

RESEARCH NEWS
to use the one-directional strain on the
core to force the quantum dot to emit a
very narrow emission wavelength. The
uniformly shaped nanoprisms of CdSe/
CdS emitted a bright red emission with
quantum yield of over 90%. However, to
confirm whether the structure that they
intended to synthesize was produced and
to measure the single particle linewidth
(how pure the color emitted is), the
Sargent group turned
to the Rosenthal lab at
Vanderbilt. This collaborative work was
published in Nature
(Nature 544, 75–79,
2017).
James McBride,
research associJames McBride
ate professor in the
Rosenthal lab and an expert in analytical
electron microscopy, utilized the Tecnai
Osiris Transmission Electron Microscope
at Vanderbilt to characterize the atomic
structure and chemical composition of
the nanoprisms. Managed by the Vanderbilt Institute of Nanoscale Science and
Engineering, this modern analytical electron microscope is specifically designed
to acquire chemical maps of materials
with sub-nanometer resolution. As the
electron beam is scanned across the
nanomaterial, the X-rays generated are
measured and correlated with the beam
position yielding the chemical composition of the material. The chemical maps
clearly showed the asymmetric coverage of the shell. Further, high-resolution
TEM images showed bending features in
the crystal lattice which are a hallmark of
lattice strain.
Kemar Reid

STEM-EDS map showing the selenium from the core in green (CdSe) relative to the
sulfur from the shell in blue (CdS)—inset is the associated HAADF STEM image.

To measure the spectral width of single
nanocrystals, Kemar Reid, a graduate
student in the Rosenthal lab, utilized
a custom-built single molecule fluorescence microscope equipped with a
spectrometer. He measured the roomtemperature fluorescence and the fluorescence spectra for several individual
nanoprisms, yielding an
average single particle linewidth of about 11 nm, the
narrowest ever measured for
colloidal quantum dots.
Ultimately, this work
realized facet selective
chemistry to precisely and
uniformly grow a new class
of colloidal quantum dots
with a specifically engineered strain that enabled
incredible color purity
and continuous wave
lasing. Efforts will now
turn towards using this
strain-engineering scheme
to synthesize different
color emitters consisting of
cadmium-free chemistries.
The mismatch between the shape of
the core and the shell introduces a tension that affects the electronic states of
the quantum dot, lowering the amount
of energy needed to trigger the laser. As
reported in a paper titled “ContinuousWave Lasing in Colloidal Quantum Dot
Solids Enabled by Facet-Selective Epitaxy” published March 20, 2017, in the
scientific journal Nature, the innovation
The Vanderbilt team’s research was supported by
National Science Foundation grants CHE-1506587

means that the quantum dots
are no longer in danger of overheating,
so they can produce continuous beams
of laser light.
The team has more work to do before
they can look to commercialization.
“For this proof-of-concept device, we’re
exciting the quantum dots with light,”

Single nanocrystal photoluminescence linewidth
measurements.A and C are from conventional
quantum dots while B and D are from the strainengineered nanoprisms.

says University of Toronto postdoctoral
fellow Randy Sabatini. “Ultimately, we
want to move to exciting them with
electricity. We also want to scale up the
power to milliwatts or even watts. If we
can do that, then it becomes important
for laser projection.”

and EPS 1004083.
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X-ray diffractometer and enchiladas
By Janet Macdonald

Janet Macdonald is an
assistant professor of
chemistry. Her research
group studies the synthesis
and surface chemistry of
nanocrystals, with the aim
of applying this knowledge
to new solar energy capture
technologies.

A

fter 21 years of experiments, the
Scintag X-ray Diffractometer
(XRD) in the chemistry department was shut down for the final time on
April 15, 2017. The audience of chemistry graduate students, faculty and staff
held a moment of genuine silence as the
whirring fans slowed, the water chiller
stopped gurgling and the high voltage
cable was disconnected and ceased
humming.
8 Vanderbilt Chemistry 2017

It was a sad moment. The old beast
solved many chemical mysteries over
the years and facilitated countless theses
and publications such as Nature Communications, The Journal of the American
Chemical Society, ACS Nano, Polymer
Chemistry, Journal of Materials Chemistry and RSC Advances. It is one thing for
us synthetic chemists to mix chemicals
in a bubbling witches’ brew in our laboratories, but it is another thing altogether
to figure out what we actually made. The
X-ray diffractometer did just that.
An X-ray diffractometer works on a
principle similar to glass crystals that
hang in windows and scatter rays of
sun into rainbows. The XRD instrument
shines X-rays at little piles of crystalline
powder, and the X-rays are scattered in
very specific directions, depending on
the material in the powder. The detector
scans through an arc measuring where
those X-ray “rainbows” are, and the pattern that results can tell us exactly what
material we have made.
Our samples have gotten more challenging to analyze over the last 20 years.

My research in chemistry is, in part, on
preparing itty-bitty, nanosized crystals,
and we often needed all night on the
old XRD to run a single sample. The
slow instrument was consequently getting overbooked—last year, desperate
students ran samples on Thanksgiving
Day, Christmas Eve and New Year’s Eve.
Equally frustrated were the engineers,
physicists and environmental scientists
who use the instrument, who wanted
to be able to do more, and faster. Peer
reviewers of our papers and grants were
demanding and expecting more than the
old beast could readily provide.
With my voice and the support of 19 of
my like-minded colleagues, I convinced
the Discovery Grant program and chairs
of six different departments and institutes to buy a new instrument for all of
us to use. Shout out to Provost Susan R.
Wente, Department of Chemistry, Vanderbilt Institute of Nanoscale Science and
Engineering, Chemical and Biomolecular
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering,
Earth and Environmental Sciences and
the Laboratory for Systems Integrity and
Reliability.
Before I went to test-drive the new
instrument at the Rigaku headquarters
in Houston, I consulted the broad user
group and went armed with examples of
our toughest, meanest samples. The new
instrument, aptly named “Smart Lab,”
got better results in 10 minutes than
what took 12 hours on the old one. I was
able to measure mindboggling, ultrathin
samples that were only 10s of atoms
thick. The computer interface and instrument design were user-friendly, so our
students will be able to perform high-end
experiments with autonomy and minimal
training.
To say the least, I geeked out. It was
difficult to contain myself. However,
despite my geeky excitement, I put on
my stoic face and visited other vendors
over the next few months to negotiate
some fantastic bells and whistles.
I am happy to report that with the new
instrument, complicated measurements
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will be easy, quick and standard. We will
have new experimental tricks up our
sleeves that will leave others green with
envy. I’ve been dreaming up experiments
and projects I wouldn’t have previously
contemplated, and I know others are,
too. The Department of Chemical and
Biomolecular Engineering just recruited a
new faculty member who was practically
drooling in my office when I told him

about the new instrument.
When the old instrument was finally
shut down for the last time, and that
hush fell across the room, the first words
to break the silence were: “When does
the new one get here?”
The answer was May 8, my friends.
The new instrument is here in a spiffy
new room and running smoothly. The
fun has begun. Students are doing mind-

blowing science. In August, one of the
graduate students excitedly arrived in my
office one day exclaiming, “This is going
to revolutionize my field!”
Mourning is often accompanied by
food. While cleaning out the instrument
room we unexpectedly came across a
recipe for enchiladas tucked between the
hoard of ancient technical manuals and
floppy disks. I made some of the enchiladas for the Scintag XRD wake, as it were.
They disappeared before I got a chance
to take a picture as graduate students are
always hungry for free food.
If you are hankering to find out just
what XRD enchiladas taste like, the
recipe can be found here: my.vanderbilt.
edu/universityfundingprograms/2017/0
4/x-ray-diffractometer-and-enchiladas/

Graduate student Ross Coby uses the
new Rigaku Smart Lab XRD.

Phase-Controlled Colloidal Syntheses of
Iron Sulfide Nanocrystals
The Macdonald group recently published a method to
control the crystal structure of iron sulfide nanocrystals.

N

anocrystals are very small pieces of
solids, containing only thousands of
atoms. They are finding use in applications as divergent as catalysis, solar energy
harvesting, display technologies and magnetic
storage. In the chemical synthesis of nanocrystals, it can be very challenging to predictably
control the crystal phase of the product when
there are multiple possibilities. For example,
there are several different common types of iron
sulfides, each with their own unique magnetic,
catalytic and electronic properties. Only a few
have been prepared as nanocrystals.

Graduate student Jordan Rhodes carefully tested out a series of small organic sulfur
precursors, with different C-S bond strengths
to influence the selective formation of pyrite
(FeS2), greigite (Fe3S4) and pyrrhotite (Fe7S8)
nanocrystals. Why carefully? Because many of
these sulfur precursors were exceedingly smelly
if mishandled, and indeed some of the most
exciting results occurred with diallyldisulfide,
which smells of garlic oil.
The work was published in Chemistry of
Materials in October and was selected to be
highlighted as an “Editor’s Choice” in Science.
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“Origami” rapid malaria test receives
Grand Challenges Explorations grant
from Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
An interdisciplinary team of scientists
and engineers at Vanderbilt University,
headed by Stevenson Professor of
Chemistry David Wright, has designed
a new kind of rapid diagnostic test for
malaria that has received a $100,000
Grand Challenges Explorations Grant from
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.

T

he Grand Challenges Explorations Grants are designed
to support innovative global health and development
research projects. Wright’s is one of 56 such grants
awarded this year. To receive funding, Wright and other Grand
Challenges Explorations winners described a bold idea in a
two-page online application in one of six critical global health
and development topic areas. This is the sixth Grand Challenges Explorations grant that Vanderbilt researchers have
garnered since the program began.
The innovative aspect of the “Origami Diagnostics to Accelerate Malaria Elimination” project is its use of “paper microfluidics” to produce a malaria test that is 100 times more sensitive
than commercially available tests, while retaining the low cost
and simplicity required for real-world application.
“To eradicate malaria, we must be capable of detecting the
individuals who carry the malaria parasite but don’t show any
symptoms,” Wright said. “Current commercial malaria tests
are not capable of doing this. That is why we have engineered
our origami test with the sensitivity required to identify these

David Wright
10 Vanderbilt Chemistry 2017

Illustration of the origami detector: (1) A sample of infected blood is added
and proteins from the malaria parasite, called biomarkers, are captured on the
membrane. (2) The container holding the waste blood is detached and the strip
containing the membrane is folded in half. (3) A liquid buffer solution is added
which carries the biomarkers laterally to the detection strips which change
color when the biomarkers are detected, producing the possible test outcomes
shown in the bottom right. (Lauren Gibson / Vanderbilt University)

individuals. At the same time, we have designed it so it will
be extremely inexpensive to make, so it will be as easy to operate as current lateral flow detectors like the pregnancy test.”
One of the factors that limit the sensitivity of current rapid
malaria tests is that they can only process a single drop of
blood. To address this problem, the origami detector consists
of a relatively large well that is capped with a porous membrane coated with a substance that selectively catches proteins
produced by the malaria parasite, called biomarkers. Users
dilute a few milliliters of blood in a special liquid and pour
it through the membrane, which snags the biomarkers as the
mixture percolates through, collecting a much larger number of
biomarkers than commercial tests. Once that is done, the users
discard the well and then fold the membrane onto an attached
sheet of paper printed with special inks containing sensor molecules that change color when they bind with parasite biomarkers. Next, they wet down the membrane/paper sandwich with
a special liquid that releases the biomarkers so they will come
in contact with the sensor molecules, causing them to change
color.
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2017 VU
Discovery
Grants

V

anderbilt University’s Office
of the Provost has recognized
13 faculty proposals in
2017 with Discovery Grants, one
of Vanderbilt’s primary means of
investing in advancing the discovery
of knowledge in its core disciplines
and strengthening the university’s
scholarly profile.
Discovery Grants are designed
to support new ideas and cuttingedge research and infrastructure
development and serve as a catalyst
to significant external funding. The
Discovery Grants awarded in 2017
include chemistry professors David
Cliffel and David Wright.
Cliffel’s project is entitled IntegrinTargeting Multifunctional Gold
Nanoparticles for Enhanced Radiation
Therapy. Wright’s grant is for New
Human Models for Cerebral Malaria
using a NeuroVascular Unit.
“Discovery Grants support faculty
pursuing new areas of knowledge
and discovery,” Vice Chancellor for
Academic Affairs and Provost Susan
R. Wente said. “These grants also
advance the goals of our Academic
Strategic Plan by funding research
with the potential to help solve
complex problems faced by our
global society.”
The Discovery Grants program has
awarded more than $16.5 million to
Vanderbilt researchers since its launch
in 1998.

David Wright

David Cliffel

Team identifies DNA “switch”

D

NA replication is an
extraordinarily complex
multistep process that makes
copies of the body’s genetic blueprint.
Researchers at Vanderbilt University and
the California Institute of Technology
have found evidence that one of those
steps may involve the telephonelike transmission of electrical signals

regulated by a chemical “switch.”
Conventional telephones convert sound
waves into electrical signals that can
be transmitted vast distances through
wire, which are then converted back into
audible sound at the receiving end.
A similar form of communication may
be required for DNA replication. Only
in this case, the telephone wire is DNA
and the telephones are unique clusters
of four iron and four sulfur atoms within
the multiprotein “machines” that make
copies of genes.
This model of replication has not yet
been proven. However, in a report published by the journal Science, the Caltech/
Vanderbilt team demonstrated the existence of the chemical switch that they
believe plays a central role in enabling
our genes to be copied efficiently.
“We propose this as a fundamentally
new transformative idea about how
you could get communication between
proteins over very long spatial distances
using DNA as a wire,” said Walter Chazin,
the Chancellor’s Professor of Medicine,
professor of biochemistry, professor of
chemistry, and director of the Vanderbilt
Center for Structural Biology.
“This chemistry provides a means of
long-range, rapid communication for
processing genomic DNA,” added Jacqueline K. Barton, the John G. Kirkwood and
Arthur A. Noyes Professor of Chemistry at
Caltech and the paper’s co-corresponding
author with Chazin.
Barton, who chairs the Division of
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering,

has spent decades studying DNA charge
transport—the transmission of electricity
through DNA—as a verifiable and biologically important phenomenon.
In 2007, Chazin and his colleagues
reported finding a cluster of four iron
atoms and four sulfur atoms within the
protein human DNA primase, the enzyme
that “primes” or readies the DNA template
before full copies of the DNA can be made.
Iron-sulfur clusters drive oxidationreduction (redox) reactions, a chemical
reaction that involves the transfer of
electrons and provides energy for a wide
range of biochemical processes. But what
role these clusters played in DNA replication and other DNA transformations was
not known.
Barton believed that iron-sulfur clusters
could be used for DNA charge transport in
cells and teamed up with the Chazin lab to
prove this is important for copying genes.
The current study
showed that the oxidative state of DNA
primase—the number
of electrons held by its
iron-sulfur cluster—
affects how strongly
it binds to DNA. The
iron-sulfur cluster thus Walter Chazin
acts as a “redox switch” to coordinate one
of the critical steps of DNA replication.
The next step of this research is to
show that DNA charge transport driven
by iron-sulfur clusters enables DNA replication proteins to communicate with each
other and synchronize their actions.
Iron-sulfur clusters are found in the multiprotein machines that perform virtually
all transformation of DNA. Defects in any
of these machines can lead to mutation,
genome instability and ultimately cancer,
neurological disorders and other diseases.
Understanding how DNA processing
machines work could lead to fundamentally new avenues for the development
of targeted therapies.
Study co-authors were Caltech graduate student
Elizabeth O’Brien; Vanderbilt graduate students
Marilyn Holt and Lauren Salay; and Vanderbilt
postdoctoral fellows Matthew Thompson and
Aaron Ehlinger.

The research was supported in part by National Institutes of Health grants GM061077, GM120087, GM065484 and GM118089, and training grant GM08320.
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Jeffrey N. Johnston elected to board
of directors of Beckman Foundation

J

effrey Johnston, Stevenson Professor of Chemistry and director of
the Beckman Scholars Program at
Vanderbilt since its inception in 2008,
was elected in 2017 to the board of the
Arnold and Mabel Beckman Foundation.
The prestigious Beckman Scholars Program selects universities to participate,
which then identify student applicants
at their institution. Applicants must seek
out a Beckman mentor, and together they
complete a research proposal. Those
chosen as Beckman scholars participate
in an invitation-only national program
that funds scientific research for undergraduates. Key to the program is the close
mentoring by a top researcher and the
ongoing, in-depth research required of
the student.
“Being a Beckman scholar provides
an opportunity to see how research is

done in an environment where you’re
not guided by courses,” Johnston said. “It
really comes down to, ‘There’s a problem
in front of me and there’s not really a
script.’ That’s very different than going
into an undergrad lab and being taught
the techniques.”
Beckman scholars are chosen for a
15-month period. They receive a significant stipend and commit to working a
set number of hours on their research,
including summers. At Vanderbilt, 15
faculty members in chemistry and biological sciences serve as Beckman mentors.
Johnston believes the investment
reaches far. “There’s a sobering moment,
where you need to accomplish something
because you’re really the legacy of this
program,” he says. “We look for students
who show signs of being good peer leaders. The Beckman Scholars Program is

the only program that supports undergraduate research for such a long time,
including the academic year.”
The Beckman Foundation was founded
in 1977 by Arnold Beckman, regarded
as one of the top inventors of scientific
equipment, and his wife, Mabel, as an
independent, nonprofit foundation. The
mission of the foundation is to make
grants to nonprofit research institutions
to promote research in chemistry and the
life sciences, broadly interpreted, and
particularly to foster the invention of
methods, instruments and materials that
will open up new avenues of research
in science. The purpose of the Beckman Scholars Program is to support the
education, research training and personal
development of students in chemistry,
biochemistry and the biological and
medical sciences.

VU Beckman Scholar Program Director and Mentor
Jeffrey N. Johnston, Stevenson Professor of Chemistry
Jeffrey N. Johnston earned
his bachelor’s degree in
chemistry (summa cum
laude) in 1992 from Xavier
University. While at Xavier,
he completed his undergraduate thesis research
with Professor Robert G.
Johnson. He continued his
training in organic chemistry
at the Ohio State University
working with Professor Leo
A. Paquette. In 1997, he
moved to Harvard to join
Professor David A. Evans as
an NIH postdoctoral fellow.
He began his independent
career at Indiana University
in 1999 and was ultimately
promoted to professor of
chemistry with tenure. In
2006, he moved with his
research group to Vander-
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bilt University, where he
is Stevenson Professor of
Chemistry and a member
of the Vanderbilt Institute of
Chemical Biology.
His research has resulted
in both fundamentally
new chemical reactions
and powerful reagents for
activation and stereocontrol
to create carbon-carbon
and/or carbon-heteroatom
bonds. These transformations have been successfully
applied to structurally and
functionally complex natural
products, typically alkaloids.
His research program has
been recognized by several
organizations, including
the Boehringer Ingelheim
New Investigator Award, the
Yamanouchi and Astellas

faculty awards, an Amgen
Young Investigator Award,
and an Eli Lilly Grantee
Award. At Indiana University, he received the IU
Outstanding Junior Faculty
Award, as well as an IU
Trustees Teaching Award.
In 2011, he was elected
a Fellow of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, awarded a
Stevenson endowed chair
at Vanderbilt University,
and was a recipient of the
Chancellor’s Award for
Research at Vanderbilt. He
was a 2013 Japan Society
for the Promotion of Science
Fellow, and received the
ACS Arthur C. Cope Scholar
Award in 2014.
Jeffrey Johnston

FACULTY NEWS

Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Lars Plate joins Vanderbilt

V

Lars Plate

Research Summary
The focus of the Plate group is to define the dynamics and
the temporal coordination of protein interaction networks
using novel mass spectrometry-based proteomics and
chemical biology tools. The dynamic regulation of proteinprotein interactions governs many molecular, cellular and
organismal processes. Altered protein-protein interactions
are intricately linked to disease states ranging from cancer
due to dysregulated signal transduction, to protein folding
diseases due to aberrant engagement with protein folding

anderbilt University and the Department of Chemistry are pleased to welcome Assistant Professor of
Chemistry Lars Plate. Plate, who grew up in Germany,
earned a B.S. in chemistry from the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. He conducted research in the group of JoAnne
Stubbe, where he investigated the subunit interactions of the
enzyme ribonucleotide reductase. For his doctoral work, Plate
studied bacterial nitric oxide gas-sensing proteins and signal
transduction pathways with Michael Marletta at the University
of California, Berkeley. He completed his Ph.D. in molecular
and cell biology with emphasis in chemical biology in 2013.
He did his postdoctoral training with the groups of Jeff Kelly
and Luke Wiseman at the Scripps Research Institute in La Jolla,
California. There, he used chemical biology and proteomics
approaches to investigate proteostasis pathways and protein
quality control mechanisms. He defined how these processes
can be targeted therapeutically to treat diverse protein misfolding and aggregation diseases using newly identified small
molecule ER proteostasis regulators.
pathways, and pathogenic infection due to host-pathogen
protein interactions co-opting cellular pathways. Protein
interactions in these biological processes have to be properly
timed and coordinated, and understanding the pathological consequences of mistimed and uncoordinated protein
interactions on disease states guides the identification of
new therapeutic strategies. The research in the Plate group
leverages multidisciplinary approaches at the interface of
chemistry and biology that range from protein biochemistry,
enzymology, microbiology and cell biology to proteomics
and drug discovery.

Jens Meiler elected member
of the Saxon Academy of
Sciences in Leipzig, Germany

P

rofessor of Chemistry Jens Meiler of Vanderbilt was
selected for membership in the Saxon Academy of
Sciences in 2017. Founded in 1846 under the name of
Royal Saxon Society for the Sciences in Germany, the academy
is an association of scholars with the purpose of serving the
public good by furthering the sciences, extending and deepening scientific knowledge through research, stimulating and fostering scientific investigations and projects. Today, more than

200 scientists of all disciplines meet
regularly to exchange views, examine
methods and results of specialist studies
in interdisciplinary discussion and engage
in long-term basic research.

Jens Meiler
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Associate Professor of Chemistry
Renã Robinson joins Vanderbilt
She is an emerging leader in the field
of proteomics for her work in aging,
Alzheimer’s disease and applications
relevant to human health.

A

ssociate Professor of Chemistry Renã A.S.
Robinson has joined Vanderbilt University. She has
moved her lab and its personnel, including research
postdoctoral scholar Bushra Amin, Ph.D., and six graduate
students, from the University of Pittsburgh to campus.
The research interests of the RASR laboratory center on
development of high-throughput quantitative proteomics
assays and the application of proteomics to study Alzheimer’s disease, aging and other age-related conditions.
Her group uses proteomics to delineate the role of the
periphery in Alzheimer’s disease. The primary molecules
of focus include proteins, in which they study thousands
of proteins simultaneously termed “proteomics.” Additionally, Robinson plans to incorporate other “‘-omics”

Renã A.S. Robinson

measurements, such as lipids, metabolites and transcripts,
into her platforms.
The primary analytical tools used are liquid chromatography (LC) separations and mass spectrometry (MS) to
develop high-throughput quantitative proteomics platforms. A specific area of interest is multiplexing, whereby
her group uniquely chemically barcodes as many samples
as possible and mixes them into a single mixture for MS
analysis. These innovative multiplexing approaches rely
on the use of stable heavy isotope atoms and high-resolving
power MS instrumentation. Key to these experiments is
the ability to provide a snapshot of relative differences in
14 Vanderbilt Chemistry 2017

protein expression across disease, tissues, ages and other
stimuli simultaneously.
Aging is complex and multifactorial in nature and thus
challenging to investigate. Although a bioanalytical chemist, Robinson is also interested in advancing disease understanding in a variety of areas. At Vanderbilt, she is further
developing research projects related to health disparities
in sepsis and Alzheimer’s disease and in detecting oxidatively modified proteins in diseases. Better understanding
of the complex processes of these age-related diseases is
extremely valuable for working to find cures to stop disease
and to improve quality of life in aging individuals.
Robinson actively mentors graduate and undergraduate
students and trains them with the skills necessary to be
effective scientists in academia, industry, government or
other sectors. During the academic year, Robinson teaches
courses for both undergraduate chemistry majors and
graduate students in analytical chemistry. She serves as
an executive board member for the National Organization
of Black Chemists and Chemical Engineers (NOBCChE)
and is involved in many outreach activities geared toward
increasing diversity and inclusion in the field of chemistry
and within academia.
Recently, Chemical and Engineering News awarded her
the 2016 Talented Twelve Award, distinguishing her as one
of the world’s brightest young minds in the field of chemistry. She is also the recipient of several awards including a
Starter Grant Award from the Society for Analytical Chemistry of Pittsburgh, the 2014 Lloyd N. Ferguson Young Scientist Award from NOBCChE, and most recently the 2017
Pittsburgh Conference Achievement Award.
Robinson, a native of Louisville, Kentucky, received her
B.S. in chemistry from the University of Louisville and
her Ph.D. in analytical chemistry from Indiana University
under the mentorship of Professor David Clemmer. During
her graduate studies she developed proteomics methods
to study aging in Drosophila (fruit flies) and continued her
work in aging as a Lyman T. Johnson Postdoctoral Fellow
with Professor D. Allan Butterfield in the Department of
Chemistry at the University of Kentucky. During this fellowship, she began to focus on neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease and received a UNCF/
Merck postdoctoral fellowship.
Robinson is also an inaugural recipient of the Dorothy J.
Wingfield Phillips Chancellor’s Faculty Fellowship and a
member of the Vanderbilt Memory and Alzheimer’s Center.
She and her husband, Antonio Robinson, a project manager
at Vanderbilt Information Technology, are the parents of
two young children.

IN MEMORIAM

Environmental chemist and citizen scientist David J. Wilson
By David Salisbury

David Wilson

Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus,
David James Wilson died
peacefully January 12, 2017, in
Belleville, Michigan, following a
three-year bout with melanoma.
He was 86.
Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus,
David J. Wilson was a member of the
Department of Chemistry at Vanderbilt
for 26 years, retiring in 1995. Before
coming to Vanderbilt, he taught at the

University of Rochester for 12 years.
By the time he retired, Wilson had
published three books and about 300
journal articles, and had supervised
the research projects of 34 Ph.D.
students and a comparable number of
master’s and undergraduate researchers and high school science fair
participants.
Wilson’s early research emphasized
quantum and classical theoretical
methods for investigating chemical
kinetics problems at the level of atoms

and molecules, and included a paper
that has been recognized as a landmark contribution to chaos theory.
In the 1960s, while living in Rochester, Wilson became involved in environmental advocacy when he joined
efforts to remove lead paint from
old houses. He also participated in a
campaign to stop sewage contamination of Lake Ontario beaches from an
outdated treatment plant and received
a sportsman-conservationist award in
1967 for his efforts.
His environmental interests became
the focus of his scientific research
after he arrived at Vanderbilt. He and
his research group developed methods for removing pollutants from air,
water and soil. In 1983 he was the first
recipient of Vanderbilt’s Alexander
Heard Distinguished Service Professor
Award, which recognizes “contributions to the analysis and solution of
contemporary social problems.”
In Nashville, Wilson also continued
his citizen scientist efforts, helping
to identify a large hazardous waste
site in West Tennessee and serving as
chair or president of several organizations, including the Tennessee Environmental Council and the Tennessee
Academy of Sciences. Through the
academy and through his involvement
in the Boy Scouts, Wilson inspired
science studies by school students and
mentored many in science fair projects. He also helped bring the International Science and Engineering Fair to
Nashville in 1992.
After he retired from Vanderbilt,
Wilson consulted for several years at
Brown and Caldwell, a Nashville environmental engineering firm. In 2003
he moved to Michigan to be close to
his children and grandchildren. There
he established a watershed ecology
program for local schools. His final
environmental fight led to the banning
of coal-tar driveway sealants in his
township. Wilson leaves behind his
wife of 64 years, Marty; four sons; a
daughter; and 10 grandchildren.
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IN MEMORIAM

Alumnus, chemist and VU chemistry benefactor Mitchum E. Warren Jr.
Mitchum E. Warren Jr., PhD’62,
died September 11, 2016,
from complications of
Parkinson’s disease.
Warren was born on November 10, 1934,
in Paris, Tennessee, to Mitchum Ellison
and Katherine Little Warren.
Warren attended Vanderbilt University on a Naval Reserve Officer’s Training
Corps scholarship. He was a member of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and graduated cum
laude in 1956 with a bachelor’s degree in
chemistry and was commissioned as an
ensign in the U.S. Navy. He was released
from active duty in 1959 and then served
in the U.S. Naval Reserve, retiring with
the rank of commander in 1976.
After his active duty, Warren returned
to Vanderbilt on a National Defense
Fellowship for graduate studies in
chemistry, earning his Ph.D. in 1962. He
continued his studies at the University of

California, Berkeley,
at the Lawrence
Radiation Laboratory, under Henry
Rapaport, studying
the synthesis of heterocyclic drugs and
natural products.
Concluding his
Mitchum E. Warren Jr.
postdoctoral studies, Warren accepted
a teaching position with the science
department of George Peabody College in
Nashville, where he remained until the
merger of Peabody College with Vanderbilt University in 1979.
Warren’s father, also a chemist, developed Mitchum deodorant, named after
his son. After his father passed away,
Warren in 1971 sold his father’s cosmetics company to Revlon. With the proceeds of that sale, Warren and his wife,
Norma Jean, established an endowed

scholarship in the graduate chemistry
department at Peabody, which was transferred to doctoral students at Vanderbilt
following the merger of the two institutions. After leaving the active faculty, he
engaged in several successful business
ventures and farming.
Warren was a longtime member of the
Vine Street Christian Church, where he
served as a deacon, an elder and a member of the choir. He was a member of the
American Chemical Society, the American Radio Relay League and the World
War II Study Group.

Pharmacologist H. Alex Brown
The Bixler-Johnson-Mayes
Professor in the Department
of Pharmacology at Vanderbilt
University School of Medicine,
died from cancer July 25, 2017.
He was 56.
Brown was a leader in the field of
lipidomics, the application of analytical chemistry, mass spectrometry and
systems biology to lipid profiling in cells
and tissues. He helped define the role
that the enzyme phospholipase D plays
in intracellular lipid signaling pathways
involved in growth promotion and invasive cancers.
While Brown did not have an appointment in chemistry, he was a well
respected collaborator with many of the
chemistry faculty.
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For the past year, Brown had served
as interim director of the Vanderbilt
Institute of Chemical Biology, which supports, through research and education,
the application of chemical technologies
to important biological problems.
Brown received his bachelor of science
degree with highest honors from Florida
Institute of Technology, a master’s degree
from Syracuse University and his Ph.D.
from the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill in 1992. Brown developed
the field of computational lipidomics,
which he brought to Vanderbilt in 2002,
where he was named Ingram Professor of
Cancer Research and professor of
pharmacology.
In addition to his pioneering work
on lipidomics, Brown maintained a
long-term fascination with the role of
phospholipase D in cell signaling. He

established a powerful collaboration with
Craig Lindsley, the
William K. Warren Jr.
Professor of Medicine and a leader of
Vanderbilt’s groundbreaking drug discovery program, which
H. Alex Brown
resulted in development of isoform-specific PLD1 and PLD2
inhibitors that have been widely used as
probes and drug candidates.
Brown is survived by his wife, Renee
Brown, program chair of the School of
Physical Therapy at Belmont University;
his son, Kyle, a chemistry graduate student at the University of Wisconsin; and
his daughter, Lindsey, an architecture
student at Syracuse University.

GRADUATESTUDENTS
Batiste named a finalist
for Reaxys International
PhD Prize

S
Stephanie Bamberger

Bamberger receives
first-place student
presentation award

S

tephanie Bamberger, a Ph.D.
candidate in chemistry, received
the first-place graduate student
presentation award from the ACS Division of Chemical Toxicology at the
254th National Meeting of the American
Chemical Society, held this fall in Washington, D.C.
Bamberger’s presentation, “Characterization of the 2,6-Diamino-4-hydroxyN5-(methyl)-formamidopyrimidine DNA
Lesion,” summarized innovative research
in which she utilized isotope-edited 13C
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to characterize configurational
and conformational equilibria for this
complex form of DNA damage. These
complex types of DNA damage arise from
rearrangement of initial DNA alkylation
products following treatment with cancer
chemotherapeutic agents.
Bamberger’s work, which was supported by the National Cancer Institute
and the National Institute for Environmental Health Sciences, will enable
further studies designed to determine
how and why DNA alkylating agents
introduce unique mutagenic signatures
in DNA, and to determine how specific
configurational and conformational
equilibria modulate their cytotoxicity,
as well as DNA damage recognition,
repair, and mutagenesis. Her co-authors
were Hope Pan, Ryan Bowen, Chanchal
Kumar Malik, Tracy Johnson-Salyard,
Carmelo Rizzo and Michael P. Stone.

uzanne Batiste from the Jeff
Johnston group at Vanderbilt
University was a finalist for the
2017 Reaxys PhD Prize for her paper:
“Rapid synthesis of cyclic oligomeric
depsipeptides with positional, stereochemical, and macrocycle size distribution control,” published in Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences,
2016.
The 45 finalists were invited to present
their research at the Reaxys conference in
October in Shanghai, China. The finalists had the opportunity to give an oral
presentation, and three winners were
selected that day by the members of the
Reaxys Advisory Board and PhD Prize
Coordinators.
“The brightest young chemists of today
are the chemistry leaders of tomorrow,”
according to Reaxys. “The Reaxys PhD
Prize recognizes and empowers their
work now to magnify their contribution
in the future.”

Batiste Research Abstract:

Suzanne Batiste and Jeffrey N. Johnston
Macrocyclic small molecules are attractive
tools in the development of sensors, new
materials and therapeutics. Within earlystage drug discovery, they are increasingly sought for their potential to interact
with broad surfaces of peptidic receptors
rather than within their narrow folds
and pockets. Cyclization of linear small
molecule precursors is a straightforward
strategy to constrain conformationally
mobile motifs, but forging a macrocycle
bond typically becomes more difficult at
larger ring sizes. We report the development of a general approach to discrete
collections of oligomeric macrocyclic
depsipeptides using an oligomerization/
macrocyclization process governed by a
series of Mitsunobu reactions of hydroxy
acid monomers. Ring sizes of 18, 24, 30
and 36 are formed in a single reaction
from a didepsipeptide, whereas sizes of
24, 36 and 60 result from a tetradepsipeptide. The ring-size selectivity inherent
to the approach can be modulated by
salt additives that enhance the formation of specific ring sizes. Use of chemical synthesis to prepare the monomers
suggests broad access to functionally
and stereochemically diverse collections
of natural product–like oligodepsipeptide
macrocycles. Two cyclodepsipeptide
natural products were prepared along
with numerous unnatural oligomeric congeners to provide rapid access to discrete
collections of complex macrocyclic small
molecules from medium (18) to large (60)
ring sizes.
“Rapid synthesis of cyclic oligomeric depsipeptides with positional, stereochemical
and macrocycle size distribution control"
Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences. 10.1073/pnas.1616462114
The research was funded by National
Institute of General Medical Sciences
grant NIH GM 063557

Suzanne Batiste
Molecular model of verticilide,
a cyclic depsipeptide used as
an insecticide. (Johnston Lab /
Vanderbilt University)
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Mitchener awarded
Richard N. Armstrong
Award for Excellence in
Chemical Biology

M

ichelle Mitchener, a sixth-year
graduate student in Larry Marnett’s lab was presented with
the Richard N. Armstrong Award at the
annual VICB Symposium in August.
Mitchener is a native of Troy, Michigan,
and pursued her undergraduate studies
at Cedarville University (near Dayton,
Ohio). After graduating in 2012 with a
double major in chemistry and molecular and cellular biology, she followed
her passion for chemistry and biology to
Vanderbilt University and, ultimately, to
the Marnett lab, where she uses chemical
biology approaches to interrogate the function of proteins involved in oxidative lipid
metabolism.

Michelle Mitchener is presented with the Richard
N. Armstrong Award by James Wepy, president
of the Chemical Biology Association of Students.
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Vu receives
inaugural
MolSSI
fellowship

O

anh Vu, a
second-year
graduate student with Professor of Oanh Vu
Chemistry Jens Meiler, has been awarded
a 2017 Phase-I Software Fellowship from
the Molecular Sciences Software Institute. The institute’s science and software
advisory board named 10 fellows from the
more than 50 applications. Vu’s application was entitled: “Machine-learning
models used for drug discovery through
local similarity-based descriptors with
traditional autocorrelation descriptors.”
The fellows each receive six months of
support and are eligible for the Phase-II
competition later.
According to MolSSI, the institute
“serves as a nexus for science, education
and cooperation serving the worldwide
community of computational molecular
scientists—a broad field including biomolecular simulation, quantum chemistry
and materials science. The institute will
spur significant advances in software
infrastructure, education, standards and
best practices that are needed to enable
the molecular science community to open
new windows on the next generation of
scientific Grand Challenges, ranging from
the simulation of intrinsically disordered proteins associated with a range
of diseases to the design of new catalysts
vital to the global chemical industry and
climate change. “
“The goal of the fellowship award,”
according to MolSSI, “is to enable the
computational molecular science community to work together to leverage its
diverse capabilities that will reduce or
eliminate the gulf that currently delays by
years the practical realization of theoretical innovations. Ultimately, the institute
will enable computational scientists to
tackle problems that are orders of
magnitude larger and more complex
than those currently within our grasp,
and will accelerate the translation of
basic science into new technologies
essential to the vitality of the economy
and environment.”

Richardson receives
2017 NSF Graduate
Research Fellowship

F

irst-year chemistry graduate
student Kelly Anne Richardson
is one of 14 Vanderbilt University
graduate students chosen by the National
Science Foundation to receive 2017
Graduate Research Fellowships.
The highly prestigious NSF fellowships
provide recipients with three years of
support, including a $34,000 annual stipend, a $12,000 cost-of-education allowance that goes to the university, special
international research and professional
development activities and the freedom
to conduct their research at any accredited U.S. institution of graduate education they select.
“We are delighted to be welcoming a
new class of NSF fellows, who will be
joining an exceptionally talented group
of current fellows,” said Mark T. Wallace,
dean of the Graduate School and holder
of a Louise B. McGavock Chair in the
School of Medicine. “This support from
the National Science Foundation in the
form of these predoctoral training awards
is transformative for the academic development of these young scholars. These
awards also reflect Vanderbilt’s status as
one of the premier institutions for doctoral training in the country.”
For 2017–18, Vanderbilt has 46 active
fellows and eight on reserve status, for a
total of 54. Those chosen have up to five
years to use the fellowship.
According to the NSF, the program
“helps ensure the vitality of the human
resource base of science and engineering
in the United States and reinforces its
diversity.” The program has a long history
of selecting recipients who achieve high
levels of success in
their academic and
professional careers.

Kelly Anne Richardson

GRADUATESTUDENTS

Bauer awarded DAAD RISE
professional scholarship

W

es Bauer, a fifth-year graduate
student in the lab of Stevenson Professor of Chemistry
David Wright, spent the summer of 2017
working and doing research at BASF in
Limbergerhof, Germany, in one of only
a few scholarship programs offering a
working experience abroad.
He earned a RISE professional scholarship from the German Academic
Exchange Services, known as DAAD.
Research Internships in Science and
Engineering (RISE) offers summer

Sugitani wins 2017
Anne Karpay Award in
Structural Biology

G

raduate student Norie Sugitani was recognized with the
2017 Karpay Award in Structural Biology in January 2017 during a
seminar honoring her work “Scaffolding
branches: XPA in DNA Repair.”
The award is given each year to a
senior graduate student who is “a wellrounded colleague and scientist, who is
collaborative and collegial, and who has
performed exceptional research in structural biology.” Sugitani was awarded
her Ph.D. in chemistry in May 2017 and
is currently conducting postdoctoral
research at the University of Pittsburgh.
Sugitani’s foray into structural biology began early in her scientific career
as an undergraduate at the University
of Alabama in Huntsville in the laboratory of Professor Joe Ng, an expert in
developing technologies for growing
crystals in space. Sugitani’s lifelong
dream to become an astronaut led her to
UAH, known for its close connection to
NASA and space science. She began the
scientific training required to become a
payload specialist.
After completing her bachelor’s degree,
Sugitani joined Vanderbilt as a research
assistant in Walter Chazin’s lab. The next

year she entered the graduate program
in chemistry and joined the Chazin lab,
where she pursued her thesis research on
a major health challenge facing astronauts—high exposure to radiation from
the sun. That led her to investigate the
primary pathway for the repair of the
resulting DNA lesions, nucleotide
excision repair.

Walter Chazin and Norie Sugitani

Bauer

Wes Bauer

research internships in Germany at companies and non-university research institutions with strong relations to industry
to master’s and Ph.D. students from
North America and the United Kingdom.
Bauer is currently completing his Ph.D.
defense and dissertation.
RISE Professional is funded by the German Federal Foreign Office and is open
to students in the field of biology, chemistry, physics, earth sciences, engineering
or a closely related field. All participants
receive a scholarship from DAAD and an
additional stipend from their host company or institution to help cover living
expenses.

Sugitani Research Abstract
Nucleotide excision repair (NER) is a
multistep, multiprotein process responsible for removing bulky lesions from
the genome. In human NER, xeroderma
pigmentosum complementation group A
(XPA) and replication protein A (RPA) work
together as scaffolds to organize damaged DNA and many other repair proteins.
The importance of XPA in human NER is
underscored by the observation that XPA
mutations are frequently associated with
severe clinical symptoms of the genetic
disorder xeroderma pigmentosum (XP),
including accelerated aging, increased
rate of cancer and neurodegeneration.
The interaction of XPA with DNA is a core
function and a number of mutations in the

NA binding domain (DBD) are associated
with XP disease. Although NMR structures
of human XPA and complementary data on
DNA binding have been available for many
years, the molecular details of human XPA
binding to DNA remain unclear. In addition, one interaction site of XPA with RPA
overlaps with XPA DBD and is also poorly
characterized. Structural and biochemical tools are being employed to develop a
model for the molecular basis of XPA-DNA
and XPA-DNA-RPA interactions and the
effects of disease-associated mutations.
Findings from this study are expected to
enhance the mechanistic understanding of
human NER and XP disorders.
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Research Endeavors
by Graduate Students
Optimization of the choline
transporter (CHT) inhibitor
ML352: Development of
VU6001221, an improved in
vivo tool compound

Design of a
hole-trapping ligand
Andrew D. LaCroix,
Andrew O’Hara, Kemar R. Reid,
Noah J. Orfield, Sokrates T.
Pantelides, Sandra J. Rosenthal
and Janet E. Macdonald

Jeanette L. Bertron, Elizabeth A.
Ennis, Christopher J. Tarr, Jane
Wright, Jonathan W. Dickerson,
Charles W. Locuson, Anna L.
Blobaum, Jerri M. Rook,
Randy D. Blakely, Craig W. Lindsley

T

his letter describes the further lead optimization of the
CHT inhibitor probe, ML352
(VU0476201), and the development of
VU6001221, an improved in vivo tool.
A multidimensional optimization effort
encountered steep
SAR, and ultimately,
subtle tuning of the
electronics of the
central phenyl core
provided VU6001221,
a CHT inhibitor with
comparable potency for
Jeanette Bertron
choline uptake inhibition as ML352, yet improved PK and
CNS penetration. Moreover, VU6001221
enabled evaluation, for the first time, of
a CHT inhibitor in a standard preclinical
rodent cognition model, novel object recognition (NOR). We observed VU6001221
to elicit a dose-responsive increase in
NOR, raising the possibility of agonism
of synaptic α7 nicotinic ACh receptors
by elevated extracellular choline, that
if confirmed would represent a novel
molecular strategy to enhance cognition.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bmcl.2016.08.062

A
Nicholas Boyde

Reaction environment and
ligand lability in group 4
Cp₂MXY (X, Y = Cl, OtBu)
complexes
Nicholas C. Boyde, Nicholas R.
Rightmire, Eric J. Bierschenk,
Grant W. Steelman, Timothy P.
Hanusa, William W. Brennessel

D

espite their usefulness in catalytic and materials chemistry,
the mixed cyclopentadienyl/
alkoxide complexes of Ti, Zr, and Hf
(Cp₂M(OR)₂) have few reliable synthetic
routes available to them. We describe
the use of mechanical ball milling to
promote halide metathesis from Cp₂MCl₂,
and compare these results to those
obtained in hexanes and THF. Even
without solvent, ring lability is extensive
with titanium complexes, and alkoxide compounds with 0-3 Cp rings are
isolated. The ball milling reactions are
much faster than those in solution, but
the distributions of products are similar
to those obtained in hexanes, although
different from those in THF. The range
of compounds obtained from Zr and Hf
starting materials is more limited, as Cp
ring exchange does not occur.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/C6DT03199D
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new ligand that covalently
attaches to the surface of
colloidal CdSe/CdS nanorods
and can simultaneously chelate a
molecular metal center is described. The
dithiocarbamate–bipyridine ligand system facilitates hole transfer through energetic overlap at the inorganic–organic
interface and conjugation through the
organic ligand to a chelated metal center.
Density functional theory calculations
show that the coordination of the free
ligand to a CdS surface causes the formation of two hybridized molecular states
that lie in the band gap of CdS. The
further chelation of Fe(II) to the bipyridine moiety causes the presence of seven
midgap states. Hole transfer from the
CdS valence band to the midgap states
is dipole allowed and occurs at a faster
rate than what is experimentally known
for the CdSe/CdS band-edge radiative
recombination. In the case of the ligand
bound with iron, a two-step process
emerges that places the hole on the iron,
again at rates much faster than band gap
recombination. The system was experimentally assembled and characterized
via UV–vis absorbance spectroscopy,
fluorescence spectroscopy, time-resolved
photoluminescence spectroscopy, and
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy.
Theoretically predicted red shifts in
absorbance were observed experimentally, as well as the expected quench
in photoluminescence and lifetimes in
time-resolved photoluminescence.
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.
nanolett.6b04213

Andrew LaCroix
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Tracking single quantum dots to unravel membrane diffusion dynamics of the ADHD/autism/
bipolar disorder-associated Ala559Val dopamine transporter coding variant
Lucas B. Thal, Lauren Harris, Ian D. Tomlinson, Oleg Kovtun, Randy D. Blakely, Sandra J. Rosenthal

Lucas Thal

T

he dopamine transporter (DAT) is
a transmembrane protein that terminates dopamine (DA) signaling
in the brain by driving rapid DA reuptake
into the presynaptic nerve terminals.
Several lines of evidence indicate that
DAT dysfunction is linked to neuropsychiatric disorders such as attentiondeficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),
bipolar disorder, and autism spectrum
disorder (ASD). Since membrane trafficking is an important mechanism of DAT
regulation, our group pioneered the use
of antagonist conjugated quantum dots
(QDs) to monitor individual membrane
DAT molecules in live cells. In a new
research effort, we implemented our
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QD labeling approach and total internal
reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy to characterize the membrane diffusion dynamics of a recently discovered
ADHD/ASD/bipolar disorder-associated
hDAT A559V coding variant. Published
studies have demonstrated that the
A559V mutant is hyper-phosphorylated
at N-terminus serine residues and demonstrates anomalous DAT-mediated DA
efflux. We hypothesize that the A559V
substitution and the consequent DAT
hyper-phosphorylation will destabilize
the transient interactions between the
transporter and its binding partners
provoking an increase in DAT membrane
mobility. Our mean square displacement

analysis of WT DAT and DAT Val559
transiently transfected HEK-293 cells
shows the mutant coding variant exhibits
significantly higher diffusion coefficients
compared to the wild type, supporting
the empirical hypothesis. The altered
diffusion dynamics therefore suggest a
possible relationship between lateral
membrane mobility and hDAT A559V
dysfunction. Subsequent investigation
on the effect of various stimuli on DAT
diffusion will also be discussed.

GRADUATESTUDENTS
Utilizing an untargeted ion
mobility–mass spectrometry
method to profile the gut
metabolome
James Poland, Alexandra C.
Schrimpe-Rutledge, Charles Robb
Flynn, and John A. McLean

O

ver the past decade there has
been growing interest in the
bacteria that make up the gut
microbiome. This is in part due to
research suggesting that the gut bacterial community has an effect on human
physiology, nutrition and susceptibility to disease. Although advancements
have been made in identifying bacteria
that make up the gut community, their
effects on the constitution of endogenous
metabolites and physiology remains
unexplored. We investigate these effects
using an unbiased metabolomic analysis of feces. Due to the dynamic nature
of the metabolome, studying it requires
rapid and robust instrumentation. Mass
spectrometry has emerged as one of the
most powerful analytical techniques to
study changes in
metabolites.
Methods were
developed
to extract
endogenous
metabolites from
fecal samples
using simple
techniques
James Poland
to minimize
any alterations to this set of molecules.
Advances in ion mobility mass spectrometry are used to aid in the identification
of metabolites by separating and analyzing various biological classes simultaneously. Utilizing both separation features
(retention time and drift time) and identification features (mass to charge ratio and
fragmentation) metabolites of interest
were detected and identified. Compounds that had significant fold changes
in abundance across various gastrointestinal perturbations were prioritized.
The changes in relative concentration
of bile acids, short chain fatty acids,
and cholesterol derivatives were found
to be significant. The metabolites with

dysregulated profiles were overlaid onto
KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genomes) pathways to provide a more
comprehensive understanding of the
physiological response to each treatment.
Bile acid and lipid biosynthesis, specifically steroid hormone biosynthesis,
emerged as altered pathways from these
gastrointestinal modifications. The effect
of this dysregulation is currently being
explored.

Size-dependent cellular
uptake of DNA functionalized
gold nanoparticles
Alexis C. Wong and
David W. Wright

T

he extensive use of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) in nanomedicine, especially for intracellular
imaging, photothermal therapy and
drug delivery, has necessitated the
study of how functionalized AuNPs
engage with living biological interfaces
like the mammalian cell. Nanoparticle
size, shape, surface charge and surface
functionality can affect the accumulation of functionalized AuNPs in cells.
Confocal microscopy, flow cytometry,
and inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry demonstrate that CaSki
cells, a human cervical cancer cell line,
internalize AuNPs functionalized with
hairpin, single-stranded, and doublestranded DNA differently. Surface charge
and DNA conformation are shown to
have no effect on the cell-nanoparticle
interaction. CaSki cells accumulate small
DNA-AuNPs in
greater quantities than large
DNA-AuNPs,
demonstrating
that size is the
major contributor to cellular
uptake properties. These
Alexis Wong
data suggest
that DNA-AuNPs can be easily tailored
through modulation of size to design
functional AuNPs with optimal cellular
uptake properties and enhanced performance in nanomedicine applications.

B2. Spatially resolved
proteomics to improve
protein identification in
imaging mass spectrometry
Daniel Ryan, David Nei,
Boone Prentice, Jeffrey Spraggins,
Richard Caprioli

O

ne of the more difficult steps in
an IMS experiment is the unambiguous chemical identification
of an analyte of interest. To provide
biological context to molecular images,
structural identification is key; and large,
singly charged proteins can make this
process a challenge. To overcome the
challenges associated with protein identifications in a MALDI IMS experiment,
a number of orthogonal approaches have
been established to produce complementary downstream bottom-up or top-down
LC-MS/MS, including tissue homogenizations and liquid surface extraction
methodologies from serial sections of
the tissue of interest. Liquid extraction
surface analysis uses small volumes of
solvent dispensed from a robotic mandrel
to generate small, liquid micro-junctions
between the tissue, liquid and mandrel;
allowing for the diffusion of analytes
into the solvent. Top-down LC-MS/MS of
LESA extractions from
tissue sections have
been shown to detect
approximately 50–100
proteins with minimal
sample preparation
from manually pipetted extracts. Herein
Daniel Ryan
we describe the use
of an enhanced LESA plus LC extraction with a new glass capillary that is
coupled directly to HPLC. Using a 150
μm i.d. capillary we are able to generate an increased droplet resolution on
tissue using various solvent compositions, as well as generate data that is both
robust and reproducible across a given
experiment, showing a great improvement from our previous methods using
manual pipetting. Lastly, the extraction
is injected online to LC-MS in order to
provide a new means to generate a
higher-throughput means to gather spatially relevant protein identifications.
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Team’s study uncovers cellular
responses to bird flu vaccine
New research from Vanderbilt eavesdrops on gene expression in human
immune system cells before and after vaccination against bird flu.

R

eported in the journal PLOS One, the study exposes
cellular responses associated with a vaccine
constituent called AS03, short for adjuvant system
03. Using massive computation, the investigators pursue
a systems biology approach, providing a new wealth of
detail about vaccine responses and data for the generation
of new hypotheses.
The Vanderbilt team studied a vaccine for bird flu
subtype H5N1, which is far more lethal in humans than
seasonal flu. AS03 is known to markedly boost the protection afforded
by pandemic flu vaccines, including
those for swine flu and bird flu, but
its molecular mechanisms are not
understood.
Former Chemistry graduate student
Allison Galassie, PhD’17, participated
in the cellular responses to bird flu
vaccines study with her research
adviser, Associate Professor of PatholAllison Galassie
ogy, Microbiology and Immunology
Andrew Link. Galassie now works for the Georgia Bureau
of Investigation in Atlanta.
Vaccines are one of the greatest public health successes; yet, there is an incomplete understanding of which
genes and proteins are induced by vaccines and how
they contribute to the development of protective immune
responses. While genomics and transcriptomics have facilitated understanding of the immune response, a systems
approach including proteomics creates a more comprehensive view of vaccine responses.
Most systems vaccinology studies utilize PBMCs in
their analysis, which can be problematic if predominant
cells overwhelm the responses of underrepresented cell
types. This work outlines the development and application of a cell-based quantitative proteomic method to
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assess the contribution of individual cell types following
influenza vaccination. First, immune cell populations (B
cells, monocytes, neutrophils, natural killer cells, and T
cells) were purified from blood before and after a seasonal influenza vaccination to optimize the 8-plex iTRAQ
multiplexing approach. Pooling the individual cell types,
rather than individual time points, resulted in the identification of more cell-type specific protein clusters whose
levels changed after vaccination. Further, proteomic
expression profiles and biological networks generated from
purified immune cells differed significantly from PBMCs,
indicating a more complete understanding of the immune
response can be achieved from this method.
This cell-based method was applied in a clinical trial
assessing the molecular immune responses of an AS03adjuvanted H5N1 influenza vaccine. Distinct responses
were observed in all cells, but monocytes demonstrated
the strongest differential signal. Immunological pathways,
including MHC class I-mediated antigen processing and
presentation, inflammation and oxidative stress proteins, and immunoproteasome subunits were enriched in
monocytes and neutrophils after the first AS03-adjuvanted
vaccine dose. These proteins were then identified as being
predictive of seroprotective antibody responses 28 days
after the second vaccine dose.
Finally, comparison between proteomic and transcriptomic results showed little overlap, but confirmed
enrichment of Class I antigen processing and presentation
pathways. By investigating each individual immune cell
population using quantitative proteomic methods, a more
complete understanding of the complex immune response
can be achieved.
The study was supported by grants from the National Institutes of Health
(GM64779, RR024975, AI095202), among other sources.
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2016–17 Ph.D. Graduates
Student		 Dissertation Title
Anna Bitting		
Strategies to Improve Malaria Diagnostics at the Point of Care by Understanding Protein Behavior
Research Adviser David Wright		

and Developing Low-Resource DNA Detection Methods

Nicholas Boyde		
Synthesis and Reactions of Sterically Encumbered Inorganic and Organometallic Complexes
Research Adviser Timothy Hanusa				
Laura Engerer		
Investigations of Non-Covalent Bonding: Synthesis Aided Calculations
Research Adviser Timothy Hanusa				

Shane Finn		
The Development of Petaled MoS2 as a Versatile and Sustainable Electrocatalyst for
Research Adviser Janet Macdonald		

Alternative Energy Technologies

Kim Fong		
Investigations of Antimalarial Inhibition of Hemozoin Formation in Plasmodium Falciparum
Research Adviser David Wright				

Allison Galassie		
Quantitative Proteomic Analysis of the Human Immune Response Following Influenza Vaccination
Research Adviser Andrew Link		

Lauren Gibson		
Development of Sensitive Biomolecule Detection Strategies for Low-Resource Settings
Research Adviser David Wright				

Evan Gizzie		
Enhancing Electron Transfer at the Protein/Electrode Interface: Applications in Bioderived Solar Energy
Research Adviser David Cliffel		

Conversion and Electrochemical Biosensors

Mary Keithly		
Structure, Substrate Selectivity, and Catalytic Mechanism of the Fosfomycin Resistance Enzyme,
Research Adviser Richard Armstrong

FosB, from Gram-Positive Pathogens

Sandeepkumar Kothiwale

A Novel Knowledge-Based Conformation Sampling Algorithm and Its Applications in Drug Discovery
Research Adviser Jens Meiler				

Connor Lamberson		
Studies of Lipid Peroxidation, Its Link to Human Pathologies, and Isotopic Reinforcement of
Research Adviser Ned Porter		

Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids as a Strategy to Reduce Oxidative Damage

Jose Montenegro Burke		
Enhanced Separations Strategies for Complex Sample Characterization Using Ion
Research Adviser John McLean		

Mobility-Mass Spectrometry		

Jessica Moore		
Imaging Mass Spectrometry and Microbial Pathogenesis: The Effect of Calprotectin on
Research Adviser Richard Caprioli		

Pathogen-Host Interactions		

Jenny Nesbitt		
Oceanic Inspiration of Biomaterial Formation – Investigations into Biomimetic Synthesis and			
Research Adviser David Wright		

Characterization of Inorganic Oxide Materials Inspired by Sea Sponges and Diatoms

Dustin Politica		
Structural Consequences of the C8-Guanine DNA Adduct Formed by 3-Nitrobenzanthrone,		
Research Adviser Michael Stone		 an Environmental Carcinogen
Susan Ramos-Hunter		
Development of Molecular Tools for the Investigation of G Protein-Gated Inwardly Rectifying		
Research Adviser Gary Sulikowski		 Potassium (GIRK) Channels
David Rizzo		
High Mass Accuracy Coupled to Spatially Directed Proteomics for 			
Research Adviser Richard Caprioli		 Improved Protein Identifications in Imaging Mass Spectrometry Experiments
Francisco Rodriguez Mena		Spectroscopic Study of the Conformational Changes Involved in the Activation of CaMKII			
Research Adviser Hassane Mchaourab				
Kenneth Schwieter		
On-Demand Peptide Synthesis: Development and Application of Enantioselective Syntheses		
Research Adviser Jeffrey Johnston		

of Unnatural Amino Amides

Daniel Sprague		
Chiral Proton Catalysis: New Applications in Enantioselective Hetero-Diels-Alder Reactions, Amino Acid
Research Adviser Jeffrey Johnston		 Synthesis, and Progress Toward the Synthesis of Fluorinated Tetrahydroisoquinoline Alkaloids
Norie Sugitani		
Structural and Biophysical Characterization of the Nucleotide Excision Repair Factor XPA		
Research Adviser Walter Chazin			
Michael Turo		
Crystal-Bound Ligands in Nanocrystal Synthesis
Research Adviser Janet Macdonald		
2016–17 Master of Science Degree
Laura Engerer
Alexander Geanes
John Hayes
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Applying chemistry to
biological systems
A Fisk Bridge program student, then Vanderbilt graduate student
in chemistry, lands postdoc at DOE research center
Susan J. Ramos-Hunter (PhD’17) is
developing novel ideas and methods
for applications relevant to the DOE’s
Biological and Environmental Research
Genome Sciences program.

I

n most science papers a list of key words follows
the abstract, allowing the reader to distill a paper to
its essence. In the case of an “abstract” on the life of
synthetic organic chemist Susan Ramos-Hunter, those key
words include: psychology, GIRK channels, Bridge program, perseverance and serendipity.
She began as a psychology major at Southern Oregon
University and fell in love with the scientific method as
well as with the pursuit of the answers it yields. That
drove Ramos-Hunter to the Fisk-Vanderbilt Master’s-toPh.D. Bridge program for her master’s at Fisk University,
and further propelled her doctoral work with GIRK ion
channels at Vanderbilt. Perseverance drove her to strive for
scientific answers. But it was serendipity that guided her
to mentors.
At Vanderbilt, they included Stevenson Professor of
Chemistry Gary A. Sulikowski; Associate Professor of
Pharmacology C. David Weaver; and the Bridge program’s
executive director, Dina Myers Stroud. Lately, serendipity
has played a part in Ramos-Hunter’s venture as a postdoctoral researcher in Aaron Wright’s chemical biology group
at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), a
U.S. Department of Energy research center.
At PNNL, she works to combine her knowledge of synthetic organic chemistry to designing assays and implementation for activity-based protein profiling (ABPP), a
subject on which she is co-authoring a book chapter. Her
pursuits at PNNL also include the synthesis of chemical tools and probes, proteomics and chemoproteomics,
molecular imaging and probing biomes with in-house
designed assays.
Such research is made possible by the training in
chemical biology Ramos-Hunter received from Vanderbilt
University’s Institute of Chemical Biology. With that experience and the ABPP she is practicing now, she investigates complex questions in microbial communities and
microbes, the consequential microorganisms that colonize
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our gut, skin and lungs. “Everything just clicked
into place,” she says.
Ramos-Hunter was born in California and raised in
Oregon, where she was home-schooled from age 10 to 16.
She began her undergraduate studies at age 22, primed
by her independent academic work and experience in
the workforce. She was first drawn to psychology, then
to neurobiology, and from there to chemistry (thanks to a
required course).
Her intensifying interest in chemistry led to a competitive federal program for preparing talented students
for doctoral studies: the Ronald
E. McNair Post Baccalaureate
Achievement Program. It helped
Ramos-Hunter earn a B.S. in psychology with a minor in chemistry,
and smoothed her acceptance into
the Bridge program, following a
chemistry track.
The Bridge program was a stepping stone to her doctoral studies
at Vanderbilt, where Ramos-Hunter
was immediately drawn to synthetic chemistry. “We can make
molecules then apply them to
Susan Ramos-Hunter
biological questions,” she said.
“That’s a really powerful concept.”
In December 2016 Ramos-Hunter defended her dissertation, a study of molecular tools for investigating G proteingated Inwardly-Rectifying Potassium (K) channels (GIRKs).
This family of ion channels influences the heart and
central nervous system and is thought to affect the etiology
of epilepsy and even drug addiction. She approached these
challenging topics with the support of her Vanderbilt and
Bridge program mentoring team. From the beginning, she
said, “I looked to them as my go-to people.”
Her current research focus was influenced by her first
chemical biology experiences as a member of the
Sulikowski lab, where researchers are synthesizing smallmolecule natural products that have a bearing on health.
The same GIRK work drew Ramos-Hunter into the
Weaver laboratory—a natural step, since she had to master
the plate-based fluorescent assays of ion-channel function
practiced there. Ramos-Hunter designed assays for small
chemical probes, which gave her another layer of skills
that led her to PNNL. “The projects are just right,” she
said. “Right in my interest area.”

UNDERGRADUATESTUDENTS

2017 Undergraduate
Chemistry Majors

Excellence
in Teaching

In May 2017, Vanderbilt University presented
bachelor of science degrees to 13 chemistry majors.

O

ne of the great advantages of a Vanderbilt education
for chemistry majors is the opportunity to conduct
research at a Tier I University with top research
advisers, alongside graduate students and postdocs. Each
year, the Department of Chemistry awards outstanding
research awards to students in different areas of chemistry.
This year, Carson Bryant was chosen to receive the
Donald E. Pearson Award for Outstanding Research.
Carson conducted research in Professor David Cliffel’s lab on
Photosystem I (PS1), using spinach to create energy. The goal
is to fabricate more effective, sustainable plant-based solar-cells. Bryant was
investigating the chemical modification
of PS1 such that the protein will bind
in an orientationally consistent manner
during device fabrication, increasing
overall current production. Carson will
attend graduate school at Yale
University in biology.

Each year, chemistry majors at Vanderbilt vote
for the chemistry professor they believe has done
an outstanding job in undergraduate education
and mentorship. In 2017, the ACS Student Affiliates
Award for Excellence in Teaching was given to
Professor Janet Macdonald and Professor
Alissa Hare.

Janet Macdonald

Alissa Hare

Carson Bryant

Other
seniors
receiving
awards:

2017 Graduating Chemistry Majors

Caroline Cuoco

Organic Chemistry Award

Planning to Enter Graduate
School in Two Years

Research Assistant at Federal
Reserve Board in Washington,
D.C. (Majored in Chemistry,
Economics, and Mathematics)

Mike Frankland

Amanda DeSalvo

Duncan Morgan

Carson Bryant

Graduate School in
Biology at Yale University

Caroline Cuoco

Robert V. Dilts Award

Process Engineer at Tronox
in Hamilton, Mississippi
(Majored in Chemistry and
Chemical Engineering)

Sarah Sun

Mike Frankland

Mark M. Jones Award

Anderson Monken

Thomas W. Martin Award

Hanfei Wang

Merck Index Award

Research Fellow at National
Institute of Mental Health,
Followed by Medical School

William McAdams
Anderson Monken

Graduate School in Chemical
Engineering at MIT

Ben Raja

Sarah Sun

M.D./Ph.D. Program at
University of Chicago

Jason Thome

Planning to Study Law
(Majored in Chemistry
and English)

Hanfei Wang

Medical School at
University of South Florida

Looking for a Position
as a Chemist

Taehun Yoo

John Simpson

Richard Yu

Will Attend Dental
College of Georgia

Medical School in Korea
Position at California
Education Services; Plans
to Apply to Medical School
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Rashanique Quarels, Academic Pathways Postdoctoral Fellow

Chemistry Colloquium Series
The Chemistry Colloquium Series is a mainstay of VU Chemistry broadening knowledge
of emerging science and deepening connections between researchers on all levels both
nationally and internationally. Following is the list of 2016–17 speakers.
Bill Weust, Temple University:
“Nature’s Dirty Little Secret: Rhizosphere
Natural Products as Targeted AntibacteThomas Mallouk, Pennsylvania State rial Agents”
University: “Managing Electrons and
Protons in the Bio-Inspired Production
of Solar Fuels”
William D. Jones, Rochester University: “Why Do Weaker Metal-Carbon
Bonds Lead to More Stable Complexes?
INGERSOLL LECTURE
What’s Going On?”
Abbey Doyle, Princeton University
30TH WAITE PHILLIPE
FISHEL LECTURE

Albert Bowers, University of North
Carolina: “Chemoenzymatic Platforms
for the Discovery of New Peptide
Therapeutics”

Ravi Radhakrishnan, University of
Pennsylvania: “Biophysical Models for
Receptor Activation, Signaling and Trafficking in Cancer”

Ryan White, UMBC: “Developing

Nicola Pohl, Indiana University: “The

Piotr Piecuch, Michigan State

Specific Electrochemical Sensing and
Imaging Platforms Inspired by Biology”

Entwined Challenges of Carbohydrates
Synthesis and Analysis”

University: “Understanding
Photochemistry and Photoelectron
Spectra with Coupled-Cluster Theory”

Hedi Mattoussi, Florida State Univer-

LAWRENCE J. SCHAAD LECTURE

COLLOQUIA SPEAKERS 2016–17

Doo-Yung Kim, University of
Kentucky: “Fluorescent Carbon Dots:
Single Molecule Spectroscopy and
Catalysis”

sity: “Optimizing the Nano-bio Interface
via Surface Ligand Design”

Bernhard Breit, Albert-Ludwigs-

Leslie Sombers, North Carolina State

Universität Freiburg: “On the Invention
of Atom-Economic Reactions: RhodiumCatalyzed Addition of Pronucleophiles to
Alkynes and Allenes”

University: “Chemical Characterization
of the Brain, from New Electrochemical
Measurement Tools to New Insights”

Todd Yeates, UCLA: “Giant Protein
Assemblies in Nature and By Design”

Matthew Redinbo, University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill: “Controlling the Microbiome with Targeted
Therapeutics”

Richard Bonneau, New York University: “New Methods for Learning
Regulatory Network Models Underlying
Immune-Microbiome Interactions”
Jimmie Weaver, Oklahoma State University; “Uphill Catalysis for Synthesis
of Small Molecules and Strain-Induced
Couplings”

Brooks Pate, University of Virginia:
“Analysis of Chemical Mixtures Using
Broadband Rotational Spectroscopy”

Yi Lu, University of Illinois UrbanaChampaign: “Design and Selection of
Metalloenzymes and Their Applications
as Biocatalysts in Alternative Energies
and as Biosensors in Environmental
Monitoring, Medical Diagnostics and
Imaging”

David Weaver, Vanderbilt University:
“How Heavy Metal Changed My Life:
Chemical Probes for Studying the Function of Potassium Channels”
Joshua Pierce, North Carolina State
University: “Marine Natural Products
Synthesis: A Platform for Chemical and
Biological Discovery”

Jason Kwan, University of Wisconsin–
Madison: “Bioactive Natural Products
from Uncultured Symbiotic Bacteria”

Wonpil Im, University of Kansas:
“Bacterial Outer Membranes and Interactions with Membrane Proteins”
Mingji Dai, Purdue University: “Building Structural Complexity via Tandem
Catalytic Transformations: Total Syntheses of Bioactive Macrolides and
Terpenes”

Department of Chemistry
P.O. Box 1822
Nashville, TN 37240-1822
(615) 322-2861
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